THE
DUE
DILIGENCE
EFFECTIVE WAYS
PROCESS
OF STUDYING
BEFORE EXAMS

At Uyolo, we care about Impact and Transparency. That is why all
organizations undergo a strict due diligence process to ensure
donations go to trustworthy organization doing the best job!
What are the steps and what information to provide as a non
profit organization?

STEP 1: APPLY
Fill in a short application form to provide
general information about your mission,
the team, the problem you're trying to
solve, the activities you conduct to solve
the problem, your impact.
Provide legal documents that prove the nonprofit status and other documents such as
the latest financial and annual reports that
will ensure we can guarantee all users full
transparency and accountability.
We select high-impact non-profit
organizations committed to make a
difference in their community while
supporting the Global Goals (the UN
Sustainable Developments Goals)

Before certifying the organization,
additional checks are being conducted
through official authorities, and when
necessary, with a site visit.

STEP 2: RECEIVE
THE UYOLO CERTIFICATE
The Certificate of Completion attests
that your organization has been
successful in meeting the Uyolo Fund's
requirements in term of Transparency,
Governance, Accountability and Impacts
towards the Global Goals

STEP 3: SIGN THE
PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENT
Review our Partnership Agreement and
provide us with the last details including
your banking information so we can
on-board your organization on the
app's payment system.

STEP 4: JOIN THE
COMMUNITY ON
THE UYOLO APP!
You are now ready to create your
Uyolo Account, receive donations
and make impact in your community!
This is when the fun
and fund-raising can begin!

STEP 5: FILL IN THE
IMPACT REPORT
Uyolo is committed to being 100%
transparent with its community. Once a
year, you will fill in the Uyolo Impact
Report, which will help the Uyolo
community and your network to know
how the donations you received are
spent and how they make an impact!

CONTACT: AUDREY@UYOLO.ORG

